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INTRODUCTION
A California first-growth Cabernet Sauvignon without peer,
fulfilling the Adelaida District’s destiny as the world’s next
benchmark for Bordeaux varieties.
Patrimony is the Cabernet Sauvignon-focused creation of
brothers Georges Daou and Daniel Daou, proprietors of
DAOU Vineyards & Winery.
Hailing from Lebanon by way of Paris, France, Georges and
Daniel moved to the United States as young men and soon
achieved business success. But that was just the beginning.
From their family history and worldview was now imagined
a fearless goal—to produce the world’s finest Cabernet
Sauvignon, and to curate a lifestyle to match. From terroir to
winemaking to architecture, they leave no detail unexplored,
so that this wine, and this place, may never fail to astonish.
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VINEYARDS & ESTATE
In the Santa Lucia Mountains west of Paso Robles is a
gem cut from the rough of the coastal forest, ascending
into the skyline with pyramidal grace. This is DAOU
Mountain, in the Adelaida District.
Patrimony is rooted in the mountain’s unmatched
alchemy of soil, aspect and climate, and realised
through meticulous vinification of our the estate’s
noble vineyard rows. The phenolics produced here are
known to be among the highest in the world, fostering
an immensity of color, depth and structure that is only
enhanced by the rigorous viticulture required to make
Patrimony.
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WINEMAKING & THE WINEMAKER
Patrimony fruit undergoes state-of-the-art optical sorting to ensure absolute flavor
integrity. Fermentation proceeds exclusively with wild yeasts cultured from DAOU
Mountain, imbuing the wine with native texture and character. The wine is made
entirely from free-run juice. Maturation unfolds for 30 months in rare French oak
barrels prized for their fine grain and distinctive elegance. Only after further aging
in the bottle for one year do all of these aspects coalesce into complete symmetry.
The result is a most pure expression of the Cabernet Sauvignon grape - abundantly
layered, extravagant in depth and intricately poised to the end.
The Patrimony aging program is built around the most coveted French oak barrels
that are accessible only through personal relationships with top cooperages. These
barrels are: (1) Taransaud T5 barrels coopered from five-year seasoned staves cut
from centuries-old Tronçais forest trees; (2) limited Tonnellerie Sylvain barrels made
from 362-year-old fine-grain oak, originating from a forestry program initiated during
the reign of Louis XIV; only 35 of these barrels were produced from two fallen oaks in
the Futaie des Clos plot of the Bercé royal forest; and (3) a proprietary DAOU barrel
created from rare, super fine-grain pink oak, or , that is also seasoned in the elements
for five years. This proprietary barrel is custom toasted with a low flame to avoid char
and ultimately accentuate the wine with extraordinary length.
Collectively, these barrels provide for absolute oak integration and staggering
complexity over a maturation period of 30 months, all without encroaching upon the
pure qualities of our DAOU Mountain fruit.
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM
PATRIMONY 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon, Adelaida
District, Paso Robles
“An impossibly inky black liquid, with aromas of tilled soil, leather, soy
sauce, and black plum. Creamy, silky, and intense, tannins coat the
tongue with coffee-chocolate grit, smoothed out by ripe blackberries
and heather. Dense and sturdy, its body remains ethereal, saturating
the palate with anise, dark chocolate, and espresso. Aged for 30
months in the finest French oak barrels.”

99 Points - The Tasting Panel
“Deep purple-colored, the tiny production 2017 Patrimony Cabernet
Sauvignon is 100% Cabernet Sauvignon that spent 30 months
in new French. This rocking wine has a huge nose of deep black
fruits, new leather, unsmoked tobacco, exotic spices, and chocolate.
Full-bodied and stunningly concentrated, with awesome tannins, a
stacked mid-palate, and just a gorgeous finish, it’s a magical wine
and an incredible 2017. Bravo!”

99 points - Jeb Dunnuck
”The 2017 Patrimony is stunning—may well flirt with perfection
when it’s bottled in over two years’ time. The wine bursts from the
glass with a beautifully pure bouquet of black plums, cherries and
cassis, complemented by notes of candied violets, walnuts and
dark chocolate. On the palate, it’s full-bodied, ineffably complete
and multidimensional, with bottomless depth at the core, its rich
structuring tannins entirely cloaked in bright, succulent fruit. Lavish
on the attack, the mid-palate and finish are tense and focused. This is
a fabulous Cabernet Sauvignon from Paso Robles.”

96-98+ points - Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate
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RANGE

Patrimony Cabernet Sauvignon
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Patrimony Cave de Lions
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